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VANTAGE POINT’S WIRE MANAGEMENT
OFFERS A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION
Wire cover camouflages unsightly cables and has multiple hardware options
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA- CES, January 8-11, 2007, South Hall, Booth #’s 20544 & 20944—
Vantage Point has developed a complete wire management system that offers consumers a package solution
for all of their installation needs, while camouflaging unsightly wires.
Most retail wire management systems offer a single mounting method to attach the channeling to the wall by
either adhesives or screws. However, with adhesive alone the consumer only gets one chance to position the
channeling right. In situations where the wire channel needs to be detached adhesives can create significant
damage. Additional systems that use screws only to attach the wire channeling to the wall, are not effective
when installing into concrete, brick, tile or block construction.
Vantage Point’s wire management system is inclusive of both mounting options. The base channel comes with
adhesive, yet also has screw holes so that screws and anchors can be used if
desired. The benefit is that a small amount of adhesive can be used to align the wall
channel while screwing it in, eliminating the one chance to position the product right
and minimize the removal damage.
Additionally, most surface mounted wire management systems become detached from the wall where the
wires exit the channel. The weight of the wires and articulation of the mounted product
are common contributing factors that lead to this failure. To solve this problem Vantage
Point created sturdy end caps that hold wires in place and resist pull out and cracking.
Until now, the design of other wire management products left consumers with little
flexibility to hold the wires in place. Vantage Point has engineered a base and cover
design, which does not rely on the cover to hold the wires in place, it serves a
cosmetic function only. The base has exclusive alternating retention tabs that wires are laced under to fasten
them in place. Additionally, the base has loops that can receive wire ties to further secure wires into the
channel.

Covers are pushed on, allowing for easy installation and removal. Also ideal for uneven wall

conditions where the edge of the cover can adjust along the wall surface, independent of the base, for a
cleaner finished look.
The Wire Cover (WC60-W) retails for $34.99 and can be painted to match any wall color and enhance décor. It
is comprised of approximately 60” of wire covering with a 90º corner piece included.
Multiple sets can be connected if additional length is needed. The system can be
located by calling the Vantage Point customer service department at 888-TV-MOUNT.
###
About Vantage Point
A recognized leader in consumer electronics mounting solutions, Vantage Point has been manufacturing innovative
mounts and furniture for nearly 20 years with a keen emphasis on design and style. Their diverse product lines include
wall and ceiling mounting systems for all sizes of plasmas and LCDs, projectors, CRT televisions and speakers. Vantage
Point’s newest product, the evo system™, a customizable wall mounting solution for flat panels and components,
redefines the industry’s wall furniture category. Additional product offerings include A/V Component Shelf Systems, center
channel speaker brackets, wire management solutions and furniture quality speaker stands. Their success in the retail
environment has stemmed from a continued commitment to provide outstanding service, value and product in a timely
and professional manner to every customer- large or small. For more information please call 888-TV-MOUNT or visit us at
www.vanptc.com.

